Abstract: Squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma is an eccrine carcinoma subtype, and only twelve cases have been reported until now. It is a rare tumor and its histopathological diagnosis is difficult. Almost half of patients are misdiagnosed as squamous cell carcinoma by the incisional biopsy. We report the thirteenth case of squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma. Female patient, 72 years old, in the last 6 months presenting erythematous, keratotic and ulcerated papules on the nose. The incisional biopsy diagnosed squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma. After excision, histopathology revealed positive margins. A wideningmargins surgery and grafting were performed, which again resulted in positive margins. The patient was then referred for radiotherapy. After 25 sessions, the injury reappeared. After another surgery, although the intraoperative biopsy showed free surgical margins, the product of resection revealed persistent lesion. Distinction between squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma is important because of the more aggressive nature of the first, which requires wider margins surgery to avoid recurrence.
INTRODUCTION
Squamoid eccrine ductal carcinoma (SEDC) is an extremely rare subtype of eccrine carcinoma (EC): only twelve cases were reported in the literature to date (Table 1) . 1 Due to the rarity of this tumor and to the difficulty of its histopathologic diagnosis, almost half of the cases are incorrectly diagnosed as squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) in the initial biopsy. 2 The origin of lesion is controversial, as it may represent a SCC emerging from eccrine duct, an EC subtype with extensive squamous differentiation or a biphenotypic carcinoma. 1 We report the thirteenth case of SEDC in the literature, whose diagnosis was possible in the incisional biopsy.
CASE REPORT
Female patient, 72 years, presenting erythematous papule for the last six months, slightly keratotic and ulcerated in the nasal dorsum to the right ( Figure 1 ). As comorbidities, she had systemic hypertension, dyslipidemia and dyspepsia, for which she was in use of captopril, hydrochlorothiazide, simvastatin and omeprazole.
An incisional biopsy of the lesion was performed, and the histolog- Histologically it has an infiltrative and poorly delimited growth pattern, extending deep to the dermis and hypodermis.
There is prominent squamous differentiation, more apparent in the upper region, where the neoplastic aggregates are larger and composed of epithelial cells with abundant cytoplasm amphiphile ( Figure 6 ). 1, 3 Thus, when superficial biopsies are performed, the chances of incorrect initial diagnosis of SCC increase, as can be seen in almost half of published cases. 3 In the central and deep areas of the tumor, the neoplastic aggregates are basaloid, angulated, and display tubular structures that resemble a benign syringoma ( Figure   7 ). Atypical pleomorphic cells and mitotisis are present. 3 The differential diagnosis includes SCC, metastatic carcinoma with squamous features and other adnexal eccrine carcinoma, such as microcystic carcinoma and porocarcinoma with squamous differentiation. 2 The EC immunohistochemical profile comprises positivity for S-100 protein, EMA, cytokeratin and CEA. In our case, there was positivity for EMA and CEA, which are typical of glandular tissue. CK7 also marks this tissue. Combination of p63
and cytokeratin 5/6 is useful for differentiating primary cutaneous malignant disease, in which they are positive for metastatic disease. for individualization of the latter entity due to its eccrine origin, its more aggressive behavior and the possibility of its occurrence in transplanted organ. 8 The evolution of published cases can be found in Table 1. 1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] So the SEDC is a rare neoplasm, difficult to diagnose in the initial biopsy, especially if it is superficial. Its distinction from SCC is important because of its aggressive nature and the need for surgical treatment with wide margins to avoid recurrence of lesion.q 
